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Day of Year  

 

 

Day 20 (1/20/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

All spacecraft sub-systems nominal. OLA – nominal OTES – nominal OCAMS – no report 

OVIRS – no report  

Crit 2 OpNavs successfully downlinked and processed R1P2 – waived off due to excellent 

performance of R1P1. R1P1 – smallest burn performed by FD to date  

DOY 020 – Late update in process with 24 hour OD solution incorporated. This will be uplinked 

tomorrow.  

Nightingale Sortie will execute as planned 1/21/2020  

No DSN issues to report  

Day 21 (1/21/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

OCAMS, OVIRS, and OTES are powered on; OLA is in preheat. All instruments and 

subsystems are nominal. OD214 is on board (OD213 was waived). Late updates for the double 

burn bracketing the Nightingale medium sortie (R1D orbit departure and R1R orbit recapture), as 

well as the Nightingale medium sortie ATF (which includes context observations as well as the 

site itself) have also been uplinked. All expected data are down with no gaps; the partitions are 

empty. The Nightingale medium sortie is occurring tonight.  

Carl Hergenrother reported a major particle ejection event on 14 January 2020, captured by 

NavCam only ~15 minutes after the event took place. This is now the largest observed event at 

600+ particles, triple the amount observed in the 6 January 2019 event that led to the discovery 

of the phenomenon. Because the spacecraft is now so close to Bennu, this may reflect an 

observation bias where more and/or smaller particles are visible now than they were in previous 

phases. This may among the best events for debiasing analysis. Preliminary orbital determination 

indicates that the event occurred at a late afternoon/early evening local solar time (about 6:00 



pm), consistent with other observed large events, and originated from the southern hemisphere in 

the general vicinity of Sandpiper. Other, less spectacular events have also been identified in 

recent data.  

Looking ahead: High-cadence criticality-2 OpNavs (taken every 15 minutes; 30 NavCam and 17 

MapCam) are expected down tomorrow to reconstruct the double burn and analyze coverage of 

the Nightingale site. Science data from the sortie will trickle down over the week. The OTES 

downlink is expected to complete tomorrow (22 January, DOY 22), followed by OLA and 

OVIRS Thursday (23 January, DOY 23). OCAMS data will begin downlinking Thursday and are 

expected to be down fully by Sunday (26 January, DOY 26). See the slides for a detailed 

downlink forecast.  

After the sortie, we will resume the more quiescent daily cadence of OpNavs and particle 

monitoring, with a NavCam 2 calibration on Friday (24 January, DOY 24).  

Reminder: Downlink tag-ups will be daily through Friday and will resume the 

Monday/Wednesday cadence next week.  

Day 22 (1/22/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

OCAMS is powered on. The Nightingale medium sortie completed last night. Quick-look 

summaries for the associated double burn (RID orbit departure and R1R orbit recapture) are 

nominal.  

The images expected to downlink today have come down, but nine of the criticality-2 NavCam 

OpNavs are missing all of their pixels. These were the last nine OpNavs collected at a half-hour 

cadence. A same-pass retransmit has not filled in any lines. The issue resembles previously 

documented TAGCAMS issues and may have been caused by the instrument resetting itself. 

Because TAGCAMS resets with the HGA pass, the issue is expected to be cleared before the 

next set of NavCam OpNavs (3x1 mosaics) is collected. MapCam OpNavs appear nominal. FDS 

will use the MapCam OpNavs and the earlier NavCam OpNavs to produce the reconstruct of the 

Nightingale sortie.  

Downlink of Nightingale medium sortie OVIRS and OCAMS data is delayed by about a day 

relative to the forecast that was presented yesterday; see below and the slides for details. The 

cause is the retransmit mentioned above combined with a miscalculation of OVIRS data volume. 

The source of the miscalculation has been identified and flowed forward to calculations for the 

Osprey medium sortie in WOY 7. There is some risk of OVIRS overflowing the partition during 

that week. Trades to address that are currently being discussed.  

Current downlink forecast for Nightingale medium sortie data:  



• OTES — all down 

• OLA — all expected to be down tomorrow (22 January, DOY 23), data look good so far 

• OVIRS — all expected to be down Friday (21 January, DOY 24) [later than originally 

forecasted] 

• OCAMS — data will begin to come down Friday (about 30 images) and will take until 

Monday (27 January, DOY 27) to downlink completely 

• Note particle monitoring data will stay in the OCAMS partition until late next week 

 

Looking ahead: The rest of the week will be OpNavs and particle monitoring only, except for a 

NavCam 2 calibration on Friday.  

Reminder: Downlink tag-ups will be daily through Friday and will resume the 

Monday/Wednesday cadence next week.  

Downlink 

Day 23 (1/23/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

OCAMS is powered on. All payloads are nominal. The NavCam/TAGCAMS issue reported at 

yesterday’s downlink tag-up appears to have cleared with the reset during the HGA pass. 

Criticality-3 NavCam (and MapCam) OpNavs expected for today have been received on the 

ground and appear nominal. An ISA has been opened for the issue reported yesterday. After the 

3x1 mosaics downlinked today, we returned to the more standard cadence of OpNavs every 2 

hours with ride-along particle monitoring (9 NavCam OpNavs, 9 MapCam OpNavs, and 18 

NavCam particle monitoring per day).  

For the Nightingale medium sortie, all OLA and OTES data are now down. Vicky Hamilton 

reported that OTES data were processed through the SPOC last night and look as expected. 

About half of the OVIRS data are down, with the other half expected to follow tomorrow. The 

downlink of OCAMS data will begin tomorrow with about 140 images (mostly context 

observations) and will likely take until Monday (best case, Sunday) to complete.  

Looking ahead: The rest of the week will be OpNavs and particle monitoring only, except for a 

NavCam 2 calibration tomorrow (Friday 24 January, DOY 24).  

Reminder: We will meet again tomorrow, then the Monday/Wednesday cadence will resume 

next week.  

Day 24 (1/24/20)  



 

Status Summary: 

OCAMS is powered on. All payloads are nominal.  

For the Nightingale medium sortie that executed earlier this week, all OTES, OVIRS, and OLA 

data are now down. The OVIRS detector was warm for these observations (as expected), so there 

is risk of saturation, but early data look good. About 200 OCAMS images have been received on 

the ground, many of which are near the center of the TAG site. All Nightingale medium sortie 

data will be reprocessed next week with reconstructed geometry.  

The OCAMS partition is at about 60%; the other partitions are empty. Particle monitoring 

images collected this week will come down once all Nightingale sortie images have downlinked 

from the OCAMS partition. The data collected today for the NavCam2 checkout will probably 

come down mid-next week. See the slides for detailed downlink status and forecast.  

We continue to collect NavCam OpNav, MapCam OpNav, and NavCam particle monitoring 

images every 2 hours.  

Looking ahead: Next week will resemble this week, with OpNavs and particle monitoring only. 

The Monday/Wednesday meeting cadence resumes next week.  

 


